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HALUK AKAKÇE  26 December 2009 – 30 January 2010 

 
‘Masallar Gerçek Olabilir, Sizin de Başınıza Gelebilir’ 

‘Fairy Tales Can Come True, It Can Happen to You’  

 
 
GALERIST / TOPHANE: Firuzağa Mahallesi, Yeni Çarşı Cad. Strongilo Apt. No:23/1, Beyoğlu, Istanbul 

Opening (Saturday) 26 December / 7pm –  9pm 

 

Galerist is proud to present New York based artist Haluk 

Akakçe’s (born 1970, Ankara) ‘Fairy Tales Can Come True, It 

Can Happen to You’ sculpture, assembling mobile ticket stalls 

he collected in Istanbul, accompanied by his latest painting ‘Bird 

of Fortune’ at Galerist/ Tophane between December 26th and 

January 30th.   

 
 
Drawing his audience into new worlds through his unique visual language; Akakçe in his new sculpture 

for the first time accumulates and internalizes an object from the outside world. Often questioning 

concepts like luck, expectation and probability; in ‘Fairy Tales Can Come True, It Can Happen to You’ 

the artist subjectifies lottery ticket wheels ingrained in the collective memory of the Turkish public; 

changes their appearance and camouflages them with paint.  

 

The sculpture is accompanied by Akakçe’s latest painting, ‘Bird of Fortune’. Referencing Akakçe’s 

earlier painting and video work that frequently restore an element of surprise within; this particular work 

directly makes an ode to the concepts of luck, hope, and expectation.  

 
 

The series of numbers that appear on the painting are the digits of the New Year’s Lottery ticket 

selected by Uncle Mustafa (Savgan), referred to as “the luckiest man in Turkey”, the subject of 

‘Kaybetme Kabiliyeti’ (Talent to Lose), third time jackpot winner and numerous times prize winner in the 

national lottery.  



 

 

 

Meeting Uncle Mustafa as a result of coincidences, Akakçe questions the true and conceptual meanings 

of ‘luck’ and ‘hitting the jackpot’ in today’s world where owning an artwork turns into a process of 

exploration and is even regarded as an investment tool. The owner of the painting will also become the 

owner this special ticket. 

 

This exhibition may also be regarded as a continuation of Haluk Akakçe’s video installation, “Sky is the 

Limit” produced for Creative Time in 2007, for a mile long, world’s biggest LED screen in Las Vegas. 

Following this video projection which depicted the world of Las Vegas based on ‘expectation’ by abstract 

representation; in ‘Fairy Tales Can Come True, It Can Happen to You,’ Akakçe redefines the same 

concepts employing his unique visual language however this time integrating the tools and signs related 

to this culture and moment.   

 

Akakçe touches upon the investment and expectation concepts within the triangle of artwork, artist and 

collector. He asks questions related to the value and the permanency of artworks in market where 

contemporary art rapidly gains value. Would the value of ‘Talih Kuşu/Bird of Fortune” decrease if the 

lottery ticket is not a winner? If the ticket is a winner, does the value of the painting also increase in 

return?   

 

About the Artist 
 

Completing a bachelors degree in Interior Design at Bilkent University, Ankara, Haluk Akakçe later 

pursued an MA degree at the Royal College of Art, London and at The School of the Art Institute of 

Chicago. Akakçe held exhibitions in significant art institutions such as the Whitney Museum of American 

Art (New York) Museum für Gegenwartskunst (Basel), Tate Britain (London), PS-1 Contemporary Art 

Center (New York) and Kunstwerke (Berlin). 

 

Haluk Akakçe is currently preparing for solo exhibition at Alison Jacques Gallery in London in February 

2010 and at Christina König Galerie, one of the leading contemporary art galleries in Vienna, in Autumn 

2010. 

 
 
For detailed information and visuals please contact: 
 
Doris Benhalegua Karako / dorisbenhalegua@galerist.com.tr / 0212 2448230  
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Haluk Akakçe, ‘Fairy Tales can Come True, it can Happen to You’, Enstallation, 2009 
 

 
 
Haluk Akakçe, ‘Bird of Fortune’, Acrylic on Board, 210 cm x 280 cm, 2009 
 
 


